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Method for extracting key features of

sports wrong actions in teaching

Yunfei Lu1

Abstract. To improve the extraction accuracy of key features of wrong movements in physical
exercise, an extraction method based on the key features of wrong movements in physical exercise
in two stages of local extremum area was proposed. Firstly, the modeling principle of 3D vision
inspection of wrong movements in physical exercise was introduced, and the 3D recognition model
was constructed for wrong movements in physical exercise; secondly, the probability calculation
was provided for each extremum area feature constructed with feature calculation, and the feature
with the local maximum probability was selected as the output of the first stage and the input
of the second stage so as to achieve the effective identification of the feature model; finally, the
effectiveness of algorithm is verified with simulation experiment.
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1. Introduction

With the continuous promotion of technical level of physical exercise, the demon-
stration of right movements of physical exercise has been the key subject in the
research in the field of physical education during the teaching process of physical
exercise techniques. During the actual physical teaching process, as the cognition
and understanding level of students varies obviously, partial students may be subject
to more wrong movements, and they are slower than others in mastering the right
physical exercise movements. In such cases, how to correct the wrong movements
in the physical exercise has been the main problem to be solved in such field; the
3D visual-inspection modeling method for wrong movements in physical exercise
can provide the 3D visual discrimination function for wrong movements in physical
exercise; the establishment of 3D visual inspection model for wrong movements in
physical exercise is the effective approach to the problem mentioned above, which
has attracted the attention of many experts and scholars. As the 3D visual inspec-
tion model of wrong movements in physical exercise is of deep and long development
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significance, it has been the key subject for the research of industry insiders, which
has won the wide attention; and many better methods are also proposed.

The 3D visual-inspection modeling method based on the wrong movements in
physical exercise of OpenCV is proposed in Literature [8]. Such method is used to
acquire the outline information of movements in current physical exercise frame with
the method of temporal difference; and the area beyond the physical-exercise move-
ment outline of this frame of physical exercise image is used to update the wrong
movements in physical exercise based on the unified training- smoothing so as to set
up the 3D visual-inspection model for wrong movements in physical exercise. This
method is simple, but subject to the problem of large error rate in modeling. Litera-
ture [9] is the discussion about the 3D visual-inspection modeling method for wrong
movements in physical exercise based on Barnard algorithm. This method is applied
to the extraction of feature points from the 3D visual physical-movement image of
two adjacent physical movements, so that the sports field of sparse physical-exercise
movements can be estimated in the 3D visual motion feature space; and the move-
ment features extracted shall be subject to the C mean-value fuzzy clustering so as
to use the result of clustering to set up the 3D visual-inspection model for wrong
movements in physical exercise. This method is of strong expandability, however, in
case the comparison model is set up with the current algorithm, the visual discrim-
ination function for wrong movements cannot be set up, which is subject to large
error in modeling. Literature [10] is the research about 3D visual-inspection model-
ing method for wrong movements in physical exercise based on 3D parameters. As
for such method, the camera is used to collect the image sequence of physical move-
ments for wrong movements in single-frame physical exercise, so that the knowledge
marked in movements of physical exercise can be used to extract the features of 2D
and 2D physical exercise actions and to establish the 3D visual-inspection model of
wrong movements of physical exercise. The identification accuracy of such method
is high, but the identification process is complex, and the identification error is large.

As for problems mentioned above, an extraction method of key features based
on the wrong movements of physical exercise in two stages of local extremum region
is proposed; the feature calculation shall be used in probability calculation for each
feature of extremum region constructed, and shall also be used to identify the 3D
model of wrong movements of physical exercise; then the performance verification
shall be made through simulation.

2. 3D visual-inspection modeling principle for wrong
movements in physical exercise

The objective is to set up a contour model for wrong movements in physical
exercise of explicit-formulation integration; such model consists of three parts: in
which, the human body parameter bt and wrong-movement type vector st are subject
to certain coupling relationship; another element is the geometric transformation
parameter αt.

The establishment of human body parameter of lower dimension means that two
important problems should be solved: one is the selection of inserting method; the
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other one is to select the embedding based on kinematical data (joint angle informa-
tion), or to select the embedding based on visual data (outline) [7]. The method of
spline fitting is applied to the parameterization of uniform average manifold of vi-
sual data (outline), as shown in Fig. 1. The bt ∈ R3 represents the embedding-type
coordinates of human body parameters at the time of t, then the uniform average
manifold can be mapped into the 3D embedding space from the parameter space
with one 1D parameter βt ∈ R and spline fitting function f : R→ R3. The form of
mapping function is as follows:

ykt = γk (bt) = Ck · ψ (bt) . (1)

Where, ykt ∈ RD is the wrong movement of No. k person at the time t, the bt is
the point corresponding to manifold embedding; Ck is the coefficient matrix mapped
of D×N dimension, which depends on the specific wrong movement of human body.
The form of nonlinear function ψ (·) : R3 → RN is as follows:

ψ (x) = [k (x, x1) , · · · k (x, xN )]
T
. (2)

Where, k (·) is the kernel function, and x1, · · · , xN is the sampling point on
manifold embedding. The function ψ (·) means the kernel mapping, which uses
the N kernel function to make the manifold model fit in the embedding space; the
Gaussian kernel function or thin plate spline function is applied hereof.

 
  Fig. 1. Outline edge sequence of wrong movements

As for physical movement 1, · · · , k, the nonlinear mapping coefficient matrix
C1, C2, · · · , Ck is given; the type parameter of wrong movement is mapped to the
coefficient space through the unsymmetrical bilinear model:[

c1, · · · , ck
]

= AS . (3)

Where, ck is the DN dimensional vector, which is the column vector represen-
tation of matrix Ck; matrix A is the coefficient matrix of DN ×K dimension; the
type matrix S =

[
s1, s2, · · · , sk

]T contains the orthogonal matrix of type vector of
wrong movement. The decomposition of features mentioned above can be achieved
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through the singular value decomposition (SVD). Therefore, the type vector sk of
wrong movement can be acquired through the stacking vector ck = Ask, thus the
coefficient matrix Ck of No. k person can be obtained.

Withal, the wrong movement outline [8] of the No. k person can be acquired:

ykt = A×1 s
k ×2 ψ (bt) . (4)

Where, A is the third-order tensor matrix of D ×K ×N demention, which can
be acquired by restacking coefficient matrix A. ×1 and ×2 are the tensor product
under different modes.

Pattern vector s of wrong movements is the linear combination of standard or-
thonormal basis of wrong movements in space. However, the dimension of the pat-
tern vector depends on number of people and training cycle. Therefore, the dimen-
sion of vector s may be very high. As for high-dimension pattern vector st, it is
very difficult to carry out tracking because it is easy to be caught in local mini-
mum. Therefore, the pattern vector st is expressed as a group of protruded linear
combination of pattern which is obtained from training. In case the type of pattern
is sq,q = 1, · · · , Q and the protruded linear weight is λ =

[
λ1, · · · , λQ

]
, then the

pattern vector s can be expressed as:

s =

Q∑
q=1

λqsq,

Q∑
q=1

λq = 1 . (5)

Where, Q represents the number of pattern types. In general, it can be known
by clustering algorithm in data space of pattern. Then the model in Equation (1)
can be expressed as follows:

zt = Tαt

(
A

[
Q∑
q=1

λqsq

]
× ψ (f (βt))

)
. (6)

Four parameters such as scaling parameters Sx and Sy as well as conversion
parameters Tx and Ty are used to realize parameterization of conversion change α
and then the tracking problem of wrong movements is changed into the problem
to estimate parameters αt, βt and zt in given and observed image zt of physical
exercise.

3. Process of feature detection

3.1. Range of extremum

We can use one image I of physical exercise as one mapping I: D ⊂ N 2 → V,
where, as for colorful image of physical exercise, the value of V is [0, 255]

3 in general.
The information channel of image I of physical exercise is one mapping C: D → S,
where, S is a completely ordered set and fc: V → S is the projection of pixel value
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for a completely ordered set. In case A represents an adjacent area A ⊂ D×D, then
in the Thesis, 4 situations of pixel will be taken into consideration and pixels with
coordinates of (x± 1, y) and (x, y ± 1) are adjacent matrix of pixel (x, y). The area
R for image I of physical exercise is one continuous subset of D:

∀pi, pj ∈ R,∃pi, q1, q2, . . ., qn,
pj : piAq1, q1Aq2, · · · , qnApj .

(7)

The outer boundary ∂R is a group of adjacent pixel sets not belonging to R:

∂R = {p ∈ D\R := ∃q ∈ R : pAq} . (8)

Extremum area is one area with pixel of outer boundary higher than pixel of the
area:

∀p ∈ R, q /∈ ∂R : C (q) > θ > C (p) . (9)

Where, θ represents threshold value of extremum area. In the Thesis, we will
consider RGB and HIS color space and additional strength gradient channel (∇),
where, “gradient” pixel distribution is carried out for maximum intensity difference
through adjacent pixel.

C∇ (p) = max
q∈D:pAq

{|CI (p)− CI (q)|} . (10)

In images of real physical exercises, some features consist of smaller elements
or single element which consists of several combined features. Images of physical
exercises are preprocessed by decomposing Gaussian pyramid. In case one feature
contains several elements and these elements are combined together and constitute
one single area, then in pyramid at each level, only stroke width of features with a
certain gap is amplified.

3.2. Incremental calculation of descriptors

The key for rapid classification of ERS is the rapid calculation of regional descrip-
tor as feature of classifier. The extremum area r on threshold value θ can constitute
combined area or more extremum areas on threshold value θ − 1. One special de-
scriptor and the inclusion relation between ERS can be used and it is also possible
to calculate the value of descriptor by incremental calculation.

In case Rθ−1 represents one set of extremum area on threshold value θ− 1, then
one extremum area r ∈ Rθ on threshold value θ can consist of regional pixel on
threshold value θ − 1 and pixel value on threshold value θ:

r = (∪u ∈ Rθ−1) ∪ (∪p ∈ D : C(p) = θ) . (11)

Let us further assume descriptors ϕ (u) of all extremum areas on threshold value
u ∈ Rθ−1. To calculate the descriptor ϕ (r) of the area r ∈ Rθ, it is necessary to
combine descriptor of area u ∈ Rθ−1 and pixel {p ∈ D : C(p) = θ} to form the area
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r:
ϕ(r) = (⊕ϕ(u))⊕ (⊕ψ(p)) . (12)

Where, the symbol ⊕ represents the operation of descriptor in combined area
(pixel) and ψ(p) represents the initialization function to calculate descriptor of given
pixel p. In this case, the process of incremental calculation exists between this
descriptors ψ(p) and ⊕, as is shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. Incremental calculation of descriptors

It is obvious that descriptors in all extremum areas can be calculated by simply
and successively increasing threshold value θ from 0 to 255. The calculation descrip-
tor ψ of pixel is added to threshold value θ and then descriptor of key area ϕ is
added to threshold value θ − 1. Moreover, in case descriptor of single pixel ψ(p) is
calculated and combined operation ⊕ has fixed time complexity, then the calculation
complexity of descriptors of all extremum areas for image of physical exercise of N
pixels is O (N) because ϕ(p) for each pixel is only calculated for once. Therefore,
the assessment on composite function can be completed in N times of calculation
at most because the upper limit for number of extremum area is the pixel number
of images of physical exercise. In the Thesis, we can use the following incremental
calculation method to calculate descriptors:

(1) As for area parameter a namely the pixel number, the initialization function is
one constant function ψ(p) = 1 and the combination operation ⊕ represents adding
operation (+).

(2) The bounding box (xmin, ymin, xmax, ymax) represents the top right corner and
lower left corner of this area. The initialization function for pixel p of coordinate
(x, y) is (x, y, x+ 1, y + 1) and the combination operation⊕ is (min,min,max,max).
The width ω and height h of the area can be respectively calculated as:

(3) Perimeter parameter p. The length of zone boundary is shown in Fig. 2a.
When threshold value is added to pixel p, the initialization function ψ(p) can deter-
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mine change in length of perimeter:

ψ(p) = 4− 2 |q : qAp ∧ C(q) ≤ C(p)}| . (13)

Where, the calculation complexity of ψ(p) is O (1) because each pixel has four
neighboring pixels at most.

(4) Euler number η. Euler number is the topological feature of one binary image
of physical exercise and its calculation equation is:

η =
1

4
(C1 − C2 + 2C3)) . (14)

Where, C1, C2 and C3 respectively represent the binary pixel number in image
of physical exercise. The initialization function ψ(p) can be determined by setting
pixel p of threshold value C(p) from 0 to 1:

ψ(p) =
1

4
(∆C1 −∆C2 + 2∆C3)) . (15)

4. Experimental analysis

Setting of simulation hardware: operating system win7, CPU i5-4000 2.4GHz
and RAM 8G ddr3 1600 and the simulation software is Matlab2012a.

4.1. Correction of observation angle

To verify effectiveness of proposed algorithm in identification of wrong movements
under several monitoring cameras, it is required to verify effectiveness of algorithm
for local extremum area in the algorithm first of all. Simulation of angle correction
is carried out based on database of Casia-B wrong movements. The observation
angles in conditions of different viewing angles (different video shots) are given in
Fig. 3 without carrying angle correction and adopting angle correction algorithms
proposed in the Thesis and the results are shown in Fig. 3 (a) (b).

Algorithm simulation results of local extremum areas are given in (a) and (b) in
Fig. 3. It can be seen from Fig. (a) that in different viewing angles, observed swing-
ing angle of lower limb is different. In case the swinging angle is not corrected, it is
impossible to positioning and calculating angles of wrong movements in switchover
of several shot cuts and thus the precision in identification algorithm of wrong move-
ment is substantially reduced. Observation angles after algorithm of local extremum
areas are given in (b). It can be seen from the figure that the observation angles
in above-mentioned three viewing angles are basically the same. After treatment
by this algorithm, features of wrong movement in different video shots can be uni-
fied, which can effectively improve precision in identification of wrong movements in
switchover of several shot cuts.
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  (a) Observation angle of wrong movements in different viewing angles

 
  (b) Observation angle after correction

Fig. 3. Correction of viewing angles

4.2. Identification and comparison of wrong movements

To verify effectiveness of proposed method, classification and identification of ob-
jects for wrong movements have been carried out based on database of Southampton
indoor wrong movements. The database includes 160 video sequence data sources of
wrong movements and there are 20 people with 8 video sequences for each person.
Visual graph to select methods of image sequence of physical exercise to obtain the
most discriminative character subset of wrong movements and correlation matrix
extracted from features is shown in Fig. 4. The dark box reflects relatively higher
degree of separation and it has relatively higher discriminability. At the same time,
the box with bright diagonal reflects that the distance between the same type of
wrong movements is zero and reflects that the degree of separation is the lowest.

To further assess identification ability of selected character subset, the classifica-
tion accuracy (CCR) of character subset is calculated based on k-nearest neighbor
classifier (KNN) and cross validation gauge. The simplicity and rapidity of KNN al-
gorithm in classification application makes it convenient for use of existing methods.
Therefore, in the Thesis, in classification of wrong movements, KNN algorithm is the
foundation and cross validation rule is the auxiliary means to increase precision in
classification and assessment. The comparison algorithm is the method in Literature
[15] and [16] and classification and identification results are shown in Table 1.
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  Fig. 4. Correlation matrix in identification of southampton wrong movements

Table 1. Classification and identification comparison results of wrong movements

Algorithm Database of
wrong movements

Accuracy in
classification

Literature [15] Southampton 83.7%
Literature [16] Southampton 88.2%

Algorithm proposed in the Thesis
(without correction of viewing angle) Southampton 51.3%

Algorithm proposed in the Thesis
(correction of viewing angle) Southampton 96.3%

When k = 5 and the identification rate of 160 videos of sequential wrong move-
ments in database of Southampton indoor wrong movements is given in Table 1,
the identification rates of comparison algorithm are respectively 83.7% and 88.2%.
However, as for algorithm proposed in the Thesis, when viewing angle is not cor-
rected, the identification rate of wrong movement is 51.3% and the identification
rate after correction of viewing angle is above 96%, which shows this algorithm is
far better than comparison algorithm and verifies effectiveness of proposed algo-
rithm. To further assess dataset in different scales and identification performance
of proposed method, random excerpting is carried out for database of Southampton
indoor wrong movements and N = [30, 50, 70, 90, 110] subsets are used as simula-
tion objects. Simulation comparison algorithm is subject to methods in Literature
[15] and [16] and the comparison results of identification rate are shown in Fig. 5.
The result in Fig. 5 is the average identification rate to operate above-mentioned
algorithms for 10 times.

Accuracy in classification and identification of wrong movements by three algo-
rithms in different scales of video datasets is given in Fig. 5. It can be seen from
the figure that when there is less video flow (for example, the number of video flow
is 30), classification and identification rate of three algorithms is low. When the
number of algorithms proposed in the Thesis is 30, the identification rate is 75.8%
and the classification and identification rate of the algorithm in Literature [15] is
52.3% while the classification and identification rate of the algorithm in Literature
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 Fig. 5. Classification and identification rate of datasets in different scales

[16] is 58.7%. With increase in video flow in database, the classification and identi-
fication rates of several algorithms increase and become saturated in the end. When
the number is 110 and close to original database, the identification rate of algorithm
proposed in the Thesis is about 96% and the classification and identification rate of
the algorithm in Literature [15] is 83% while the classification and identification rate
of the algorithm in Literature [16] is 88% and all of them are close to classification
and identification rate of video in original database. The reason of above-mentioned
phenomenon is that randomly selected test database is not so good in conforming
to rules for data and thus the identification rate is reduced. However, on the whole,
classification and identification rate of algorithm proposed in the Thesis is better
than that of comparison algorithm.

5. Conclusion

One extraction method based on the key features of wrong movements in physical
exercise in two stages of local extremum area is proposed in the Thesis to built 3D
identification model for wrong movements of physical exercises. Features are used
for probability calculation of features in each extremum area and then the feature
with maximum local probability is used as output in the first stage and input in the
second stage so as to realize effective identification of feature model. In the next
stage, we will design application research on the algorithm and then analyze and
assess application effects of the algorithm.
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